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Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) Concept

• The International Terrorism Program/Domestic Terrorism 
Programs seek to enhance communication, coordination, and 
cooperation between federal, state, and local agencies through 
the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF).

• Protecting the homeland from terrorist attacks is the 
responsibility of all law enforcement agencies.  No single police 
nor intelligence agency can unilaterally accomplish this mission.

-FBI Former Director Robert Mueller
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Homegrown Violent Extremist Defined

UNCLASSIFIED

A Homegrown Violent Extremist (HVE) is a violent 
extremist of any citizenship who has lived and/or 

operated primarily in the United States or its territories, 
and who is acting independently of the direction of a 

foreign terrorist organization (FTO).

UNCLASSIFIED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HVEs are violent extremists of any citizenship who have lived or operated primarily in the United States or its territories, and who are acting independently of the direction of a foreign terrorist organization.Because HVEs are acting to further the goals of a foreign terrorist organization, they are considered foreign intelligence threats under the authorities of both the Intelligence Community and domestic public safety entities.SOURCE: https://current.nctc.ic.gov/articles/468508



UNCLASSIFIED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS2001-2008(U//FOUO) US violent extremists typically radicalized through in-person interaction, often because of the influence of local radicalizers offering religious instruction that legitimized violence; very few websites were devoted to English-language violent extremist content. (U//FOUO) Plotting typically occurred among small groups who trained together for attacks. (U//FOUO) Plotters targeted government and military buildings and civilian targets such as religious institutions, frequently 		(U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES2001-2008(U//FOUO) Local radicalizers helped US violent extremists conduct limited overseas travel to various destinations; some radicalizers offered training to prepare recruits for terrorist training camps. (U//FOUO) US violent extremists, once overseas, participated in foreign terrorist organization (FTO) camps that offered physical-fitness, firearms, and explosives training. 	(U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING2001-2008(U//FOUO) Some US violent extremists found inspiration on line because of a dramatic increase in the availability of online violent extremist messaging and forums; only a small portion of content was in English, limiting the impact. (U//FOUO) Al-Qa‘ida periodically released video and audio statements of its senior leaders that probably did not appeal to many US-based violent extremists, given their inconsistent release, poor production values, and predominant use of the Arabic language. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(U) EXAMPLE During 2006-09, US person Daniel Patrick Boyd radicalized several North Carolina–based youth, assisted with their travel overseas, and orchestrated a plot to attack Quantico Marine Base. (U) EXAMPLE: The “Lackawanna Six”—six Yemeni-Americans living in New York State—with the help of US person Kamal Derwish, traveled to an Afghanistan training camp where some met Usama Bin Ladin. (U) EXAMPLE: A 2006 al-Qa‘ida video featuring US person Adam Gadahn was one of the group’s earliest attempts to inspire US-based individuals to support the group by using an American speaking in English.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS2009-2012(U//FOUO) Most plots involved self-starting US violent extremists who acted independently but received inspiration from overseas English-speaking ideologues and English-language messaging promoting “individual jihad.” (U//FOUO) Social-networking sites and forums enabled dispersed US violent extremists to establish relationships and share terrorist messaging. (U//FOUO) Many plotters sought to attack military personnel, and their plots were infiltrated in the initial stages by law enforcement.	(U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES2009-2012(U//FOUO) US violent extremists sought to travel to a variety of overseas locations that appealed to them or were accessible. (U//FOUO) A growing number of US violent extremists traveled to join an FTO; a few served as overseas recruiters or were directed to return home to plot attacks. (U//FOUO) US violent extremists generally traveled on their own and joined FTOs without guidance from local radicalizers. (U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING2009-2012(U//FOUO) A handful of charismatic, overseas ideologues became prominent using colloquial language and Western experience to provide justifications for violence. (U//FOUO) AQAP’s online English-language Inspire magazine used slick production to popularize the concept of “individual jihad.” (U//FOUO) Some media-savvy US violent extremists used online platforms to create original messaging
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(U) EXAMPLE: US person Mohamed Osman Mohamud—arrested in 2010 for plotting against a Christmas tree ceremony—was motivated in part to attack after consuming and creating online violent extremist messaging. (U) EXAMPLE: US person Faisal Shahzad used his personal connections to receive training at a camp in Pakistan from Tehrik-e-Taliban, which he employed to attack New York City’s Times Square in May 2010. 	(U) EXAMPLE: In 2009 and 2010, US person Anwar al-Aulaqi published influential essays and audio statements calling for Muslims in the West to participate in violence and praising the Fort Hood shooting.	
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS2013-2017(U//FOUO) US violent extremists were galvanized by ISIS’s announcement of a caliphate in mid-2014 and its persistent calls to conduct attacks in the West, which contributed to an increase in Homeland plotting. (U//FOUO) Plotting further intensified in 2015 as Syria-based ISIS members gave guidance to potential US-based operatives via social media and encrypted messaging applications. (U//FOUO) Successful attackers typically practiced strong operational security, attacked civilian targets, and were inspired by a mix of violent extremist ideologues and personal factors. (U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES2013-2017(U//FOUO) US violent extremists traveled to Syria in increasing numbers in 2014; many drew inspiration from ISIS’s English-language messaging following the group’s caliphate declaration. (U//FOUO) Fewer US persons have traveled or attempted travel since mid-2015, probably because of Turkey’s increased border security, the deterrent effects of arrests in the US, and ISIS’s encouragement that supporters commit attacks at home. 	(U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING2013-2017(U//FOUO) A persistent stream of English-language messaging released by ISIS, its supporters, and other FTOs reached larger audiences and facilitated more virtual peer-to-peer interaction. (U//FOUO) Communication platforms incorporating end-to-end encryption and social media hindered the ability of law enforcement to detect and monitor US violent extremists, who needed less in-person interaction when plotting attacks. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(U) EXAMPLE: The San Bernardino shooters posted allegiance to ISIS on Facebook immediately after conducting their attack in December 2015 and chose a target of personal significance. (U) EXAMPLE: In August 2015, US persons Mississippi-based Jaelyn Young and Muhammad Dakhlalla unsuccessfully tried to travel to Syria to raise children and provide medical and computer expertise to ISIS. (U/FOUO) EXAMPLE:  US violent extremists derived inspiration from current and past sources such as ISIS’s videos and Rumiyah magazine, AQAP’s Inspire magazine, and lectures by Aulaqi. 	



Mobilization Indicators

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

• Indicators ranked by how 
diagnostic they are of 
mobilization; broken into tiers

• Written for public partners

• Booklet/pocket-guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
HVEs are violent extremists of any citizenship who have lived or operated primarily in the United States or its territories, and who are acting independently of the direction of a foreign terrorist organization.Because HVEs are acting to further the goals of a foreign terrorist organization, they are considered foreign intelligence threats under the authorities of both the Intelligence Community and domestic public safety entities.SOURCE: https://current.nctc.ic.gov/articles/468508
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HOMELAND ATTACKS TRAVEL TERRORIST MESSAGING

ISIS announcing its caliphate 
galvanizes HVEs

ISIS members’ operational 
guidance from Syria 
intensifies plotting in US

Attackers demonstrate 
strong operational tactics, 
attack civilian targets

Travel to Syria, inspired by 
English content

US persons travel to ISIS
territory decreases mid-2015

Persistent stream of English 
content, reaching larger 
audiences

Encryption becoming more 
prevalent 

2013-2017
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
(U) HOMELAND ATTACK CHARACTERISTICS2013-2017(U//FOUO) US violent extremists were galvanized by ISIS’s announcement of a caliphate in mid-2014 and its persistent calls to conduct attacks in the West, which contributed to an increase in Homeland plotting. (U//FOUO) Plotting further intensified in 2015 as Syria-based ISIS members gave guidance to potential US-based operatives via social media and encrypted messaging applications. (U//FOUO) Successful attackers typically practiced strong operational security, attacked civilian targets, and were inspired by a mix of violent extremist ideologues and personal factors. (U) TRAVEL TO CONFLICT ZONES2013-2017(U//FOUO) US violent extremists traveled to Syria in increasing numbers in 2014; many drew inspiration from ISIS’s English-language messaging following the group’s caliphate declaration. (U//FOUO) Fewer US persons have traveled or attempted travel since mid-2015, probably because of Turkey’s increased border security, the deterrent effects of arrests in the US, and ISIS’s encouragement that supporters commit attacks at home. 	(U) CONSUMPTION OF TERRORIST MESSAGING2013-2017(U//FOUO) A persistent stream of English-language messaging released by ISIS, its supporters, and other FTOs reached larger audiences and facilitated more virtual peer-to-peer interaction. (U//FOUO) Communication platforms incorporating end-to-end encryption and social media hindered the ability of law enforcement to detect and monitor US violent extremists, who needed less in-person interaction when plotting attacks. 



Group A Indicators
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• Preparing and disseminating a last will or martyrdom 
video/statement

• Seeking help from family or friends to enable travel to join terrorist 
groups overseas

• Planning or attempting to travel to a conflict zone to fight with or 
support an FTO

• Seeking religious or political justification for violent acts
• Attempting to mobilize others, especially family members and close 

friends

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diagnostic on their ownPreface by briefly discussing Groups A, B, C, point out that this chart and the next few show Group A and a couple of Group B indicators; Group C are “soft,” many of these are constitutionally protected activities, need many associated behaviors to get “diagnosticity”San Bernardino – Statement pledging to ISILLondon Bombers –  Two made videos describing reasons for attacks (voted for British government that’s oppressing Muslims)Elliott Rodger – 2014; killed 6 people near the University of California, Santa Barbara campus before committing suicide; during attack killed three men in his apartment, two girls outside of a sorority house, killed a man inside a deli, sped through Isla Vista and wounded several more by shooting and hitting with his car; before attack uploaded YouTube video saying he conducted the attack to punish women for rejecting him and to punish sexually-active men for having a more enjoyable life, also emailed 137-page autobiographical manuscript to acquaintances and family members about his life/hatred.Ahmed Koulibaly - January 2015; Paris supermarket attacker where he killed at least four and earlier killed a police woman; released video saying why he conducted the attacks, that he worked with the Charlie Hebdo attackers. Released video saying why he conducted the attacks, that he worked with the Charlie Hebdo attackersAnders Breivik – 2011; Norwegian; killed 77 people total (8 people by setting off a van bomb near government building in Oslo, 69 participants at a Workers’ Youth League summer camp); day of the attack released a manifesto describing his far-right ideology, Islamophobia, opposition to feminism, against multiculturalism, for deportation of Muslims from Europe; described preparation for attacksTop Right Picture -- Mohammad Sidique Khan (London Bomber)Middle Picture – Elliott RodgerBottom Picture – Ahmed KoulibalyHasan – Influenced by Aulaqi; emailed with Aulaqi prior to the attack (not explicit sanction)Abdo – Former member of the Army; arrested in 2011 for planning to attack a restaurant frequented by soldiers from Fort Hood; against US war in Afghanistan; consulted Inspire’s bomb making instructions; went to same gun shop as Hasan to get weapons.Federal prosecutors say Juraboev USPER, 24, first came to the attention of law enforcement in August, when he posted on an Uzbek-language website that propagates the Islamic State ideology.  "Greetings! We too want to pledge our allegiance and commit ourselves while not present there," he wrote, according to federal authorities. "Is it possible to commit ourselves as dedicated martyrs anyway while here?  (http://news.yahoo.com/3-arrested-ny-florida-plot-join-islamic-state-175518821.html#)A third defendant, Abror Habibov USPER, is accused of helping fund Saidakhmetov USPER's efforts to join the Islamic State group after Saidakhmetov's mother took away his passport to try to prevent him from traveling.  Additional information: Habibov – Uzbekistani citizen; helped organize and finance group’s operationAkhror Saidakhmetov (3rd individual arrested) – from Uzbekistan but LPR; worked at Habibov’s mall kiosks; tried to travel to Syria; mother took passport so he couldn’t travel, asked multiple times to get it back; if couldn’t get travel documents claimed he would shoot policeAbdurasul Juraboev - from Uzbekistan but LPR; planned to fly to Turkey; after asking for help online stated that he would harm Obama if he could; online associate encouraged him to join the fight
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HOMELAND ATTACKS TRAVEL TERRORIST MESSAGING

ISIS announcing its caliphate 
galvanizes HVEs

ISIS members’ operational 
guidance from Syria 
intensifies plotting in US

Attackers demonstrate 
strong operational tactics, 
attack civilian targets

Travel to Syria, inspired by 
English content

US persons travel to ISIS
territory decreases mid-2015

Persistent stream of English 
content, reaching larger 
audiences

Encryption becoming more 
prevalent 

2013-2017
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• Attempting to obtain explosive 
precursors

• Leakage on social media
• Expressing acceptance of violence
• Attempting to radicalize others
• Joining exclusive groups promoting 

violence
• Suspicious financial transactions
• Countersurveillance
• Suspicious travel

• Deleting social media posts
• Encrypted media applications
• Attempting to travel to a conflict 

zone
• Sending money to suspicious 

individuals overseas
• Expressing desire to travel to 

conflict zone
• Acquiring maps/blueprints in a 

suspicious manner

Group B Indicators

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aldawsari – Saudi Arabian national accused of planning a terrorist act against George W. Bush; purchased chemicals and equipment necessary to make IED, researched potential US targets; chemical supplier reported to the FBI in 2011 of a suspicious attempted purchase of Phenol; claimed he was associated with a university and said he wanted the chemical for “off-campus, personal research”; When informed that shipment cannot be made to a residence; Asked the company, Carolina Biological, to ship it to bonded warehouse, Lubbock Freight, and asked Lubbock freight to leave it out back for him. Lubbock said “we don’t do that” and called Carolina Biological, who reported it to FBI. Report initiates emergency FISA warrant, which revealed Khalid was doing internet research targeting three former US military members previously stationed at Abu Ghraib in Iraq; reservoir dams in Colorado and California, address of former President George W. Bush’s house, and “Can I bring a backpack into a Texas nightclub?”Tsarnaev – Bought ingredients and successfully detonated two bombs; Shaun Collier, Police Officer also executed by TamerlanAbdo – Bought unusually large amount of smokeless gunpowder, shotgun ammunition, pistol magazine (clerk notified the police)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Garland – Pledged before attack and used #texasattack in postSan Bernardino – Pledged before attackTampa (Sami Osmakac)- arrested in 2012 for plotting to bomb nightclubs, detonate a car bomb, fire an assault rifle, wear an explosive belt in a crowded area, and take hostages; recorded an 8-minute video prior to his arrest describing the attack as retribution for wrongs against Muslims



• Unusual purchase of military style 
tactical equipment

• Suspicious acquisition of weapons
• Selling personal belongs in an 

unusual manner
• Engaging in violent ideologically 

motivated outbursts
• Blaming external factors for failure 

in school, career, or relationships
• Expressing frustration with 

employment situation

• Unstable mental state and violent 
behavior

• Switching from one violent 
extremist ideology to another

• Increased isolation
• Replacing family and friends with 

violent extremist social groups
• Discussing ways to evade law 

enforcement
• Praising past successful or 

attempted attacks  

Group C Indicators

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Require other factors



HVE Trends in the Homeland

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

Persistent threat to the West from HVEs who either receive guidance or self-radicalize to 
conduct attacks

• HVEs most immediate and unpredictable threat in Homeland

Greater emphasis by ISIS to enable and inspire attacks 

Current generation of HVEs has more limited knowledge of violent extremist ideology 
compared to HVEs in early 2000s

• Recent HVEs gravitate toward allure of violence and adventure rather than nuances of violent Salafi-
jihadist ideology

• Often motivated by various violent extremist groups

1,000 HVE cases in the US: All 50 states

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ISIL disseminates timely, high quality media content in English to recruit, facilitate foreign fighter travel and encourage attacks in the US and West.ISIL uses the apps that Western youth favor.ISIL uses open means, e.g., Facebook, Twitter to establish a relationship, then directs the subject into secure communications means.



Esteban Santiago-Ruiz

• Born in New Jersey in 1990
• Moved to Puerto Rico in 1992 – lived majority of life in Peñuelas, PR
• Joined Puerto Rico National Guard in December 2007
• Served in Iraq War from April 2010 until February 2011
• Started mental health treatment after serving in Iraq
• Served in Alaska Army National Guard from November 2014 until 

discharged in August 2016 for unsatisfactory performance 

UNCLASSIFIED



Esteban Santiago-Ruiz

• Had his guns confiscated by the Police of Puerto Rico in March 2012 
• Guns were returned to him in May 2014

• Visited FBI field office in Anchorage in November 2016
• Said the government was controlling his mind and making him watch ISIS videos 
• Stated he was being forced to join ISIS by the CIA
• Heard voices in his head telling him to commit acts of violence
• FBI Anchorage urged him to seek mental health treatment
• FBI found no violation of law

• Alaska police seized his hand gun for 29 days 
• Returned on December  2016

• Attack committed on  January 2, 2017
UNCLASSIFIED



Esteban Santiago-Ruiz

• Booked Flight from Anchorage to Fort Lauderdale with layover in 
Minneapolis

• Claimed checked 9mm semiautomatic handgun from baggage claim in Fort 
Lauderdale

• Fired 15 shots in the baggage claim area, killing five
• Diagnosed with schizophrenia after the attack

• Found competent to stand trial

MENTAL HEALTH INDICATORS?
UNCLASSIFIED



Contact Information
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The FBI does not take the place of 9-1-1.

For emergency or crisis situations 
continue to contact local police per 
standard protocol, or call 9-1-1.

FBI San Juan
Main telephone: 787-754-6000

Online Reporting: https://tips.fbi.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Caveat: Continue to follow the policy and/or procedure of implemented by your management.In a crisis situation, the FBI should not be the first phone call. Maybe not the second. But, if you have seen any of mentioned indicators, or have a reason to believe that someone may be in the process of mobilizing or radicalizing, please contact us.Caveat: The FBI will not necessarily investigate or otherwise take action upon a report or complaint.Sometimes the information will prove useful at a later date.�Caveat: The FBI does not investigate someone solely based on the 1st amendment speech or other constitutionally protected activity.You can and should still report anything that matches an indicator or raises a red flag in your mind. The FBI works to make sense of a constellation of data points.�



Contact Information

UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED

IA Shauna Stoeger

Cell: 787-685-6235

Desk: 787-759-1530

Email: slstoeger@fbi.gov

FBI San Juan
Main telephone: 787-754-6000

Online Reporting: https://tips.fbi.gov
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